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This walkthrough was originally written for Colin McRae Rally 2.0 on the PSX, but the walkthrough is still
applicable to the PC version of the game.
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1 CHOSE YOUR CAR 

FORD FOCUS
4x4 
300 c.v. 
1230 Kg 

This is the star of the game ( Colin Mcrae's 
car ).It has an excellent stability,a very good 
top speed and a remarkable driving manover. 
Ford Focus is the best car to play the World 
Rally Championship. 

TOYOTA COROLLA 
4x4 
296 c.v 
1230 Kg 

This car has a very good acceleration but the 



top speed isn't very good.If you are a true 
rally driver you will be able to win the game  
with this car, but if you spend many time doing 
the corners you wont be able to place in top 
positions.

PEUGEOT 206 
4x4 
300 c.v. 
1230 Kg 

Very good acceleration and maximum speed. 
The driving manover is very hard and poor. 
It's very hard to drive this car since it has 
the worst stability of the game. 

MITSUBISHI LANCER 
4x4 
300 c.v. 
1260 Kg 

Good acceleration,top speed and driving  
manover.If you chose this car you will lose  
time becuse of it's weight. 

SUBARU IMPRESA 
4x4  
300 c.v. 
1230 Kg 

The Subaru is a classic in this game.It doesn't 
have a very good acceleration but the driving 
control at the corners is the best.The best 
one for rokie players. 

SEAT CORDOBA 
4x4 
300 c.v. 
1230 Kg 

The Seat has a good acceleration but in the 
snow stages the driving control is very bad. 

Don't ever forget that to win in a rally game 
you must practice a lot.Win the game and you 
will have new cars to drive. 
FORD FOCUS 1999 
LANCER ROAD CAR 
DELTA INTEGRALE 
FORD SIERRA COSWORTH 
MINI COOPER 
MG METRO 
LANCIA STRATOS 
PEUGEOT 205 TURBO 
FORD PUMA 

   ************************************** 

2 / Tips for game play 



Braking 
This is the most difficult technique of the 
game.If you cannot reduce speed quickly you 
be unable to place first position.Just trie to 
brake as hard as you can. 

Accelerating 
To get the fast time you must keep the  
accelerator pressed down as much as possible. 
At corners trie to accelerate as quickly as  
pssible in order to lose almost no time. 

The corners 
Brake as hard as you can as you approach the 
corner.Once you have turned sufficiently lose 
the brake and accelerate out of the corner. 

Make changes  
Don't ever forget to see the weather and the 
surface type of the rally stages.Make changes 
in your car in order to get maximum speed. 

  *************************************** 

3 / The World Rally stages 

FINLAND 

Set the car to maximum speed becuse in this 
stage aren't very hard corners.Also use a very 
hard suspencion.Set the tyres to gravel. 

Greece 

The car must be at minimum speed becuse this 
stage has probably the more dificult corners 
in the game.Use gravel tyres. 

France 

Use the hard suspencion and set the driving 
manover of the car to the maximum level. 
You must be very fast doing the corners to 
set the first position. 

Sueden 

Use snow tyres and don't use the brakes at 
corners.Just lose speed at the start of the 
corner and turne the car. 

Australia 

Set the car to maximum speed and use a soft 
suspencion.This stage is very easy if you use 
gravel tyres. 

Kenia

Use gravel tyres and a big ratio in the gear 



box.Be careful with the corners that can be 
very dificult to make. 

Italy

Don't use the brakes too much and use the 
driving manover at a very high level.The  
corners are very easy to be made.Set the  
speed to the maximum. 

United Kingdom 

This is the most dificult rally.In this stage you 
must be very careful when doing the corners. 
Set the car to maximum acceleration. 

   *************************************** 

4 / Secret codes  
All codes must be enter at driver edit 

HELLOCLEVELAND - set the dificult level 

ONECAREFULOWNER - all the cars 

GREATBALLSOF - Use balls of fire 

MOONLANDER - Low gravity 

RORRIMSCART - Strange stages 

NEURALNIGHTMARE - Super drivers 

RUBBERTREES - Strange suspencion 

ROCKETFUEL - Maximum speed 

EASYROLLER - Big tyres 

PRUNEJUICE - Ultra speed 
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E-MAIL adress : laphonso@p2.dreamcast.com 

Before you email me a question make sure 
you've looked throught the FAQ.If you send 
me a question that is answered in the FAQ 
it will be ignored. 
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